Astronauts and What They Do

The astronaut does what nearly no one else
does:goes into space with the space shuttle,
completely ready, with his or her seatbelt
buckled up. The engines start. 3 2 1 GO!
Very soon the space shuttle is high above
the clouds. First the astronaut flies through
the Earths air and then they arrive in black
space. There everything floats even their
toothbrush! Time to get to work in the
space station.A instructive, informative
book for young children about the
astronaut, the space shuttle and space
travel.

In 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) adopted the word astronaut (meaning sailor among
the stars) for the men and women they Before they can fly in space, astronauts have to undergo hundreds of hours of
training. This is split into three main sections. - 5 min - Uploaded by SciShow KidsYou may have dreamed of being an
astronaut, or maybe thats what you want to But how do Astronauts and What They Do (Book) : Slegers, Liesbet : An
instructive, engaging book for children about astronauts, the space shuttle and space travel--PageAstronauts are
adventurers and scientists who work in space. Learn who astronauts are and what they do in space and on Earth. - Buy
Astronauts and What They Do book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Astronauts and What They Do
book reviews & author Crew members conduct spacewalks to construct the International Space Station. Astronauts
perform many tasks as they orbit Earth. The space station is designed to be a permanent orbiting research facility. Its
major purpose is to perform world-class science and research that only a microgravity environment can provide. The
NASA astronaut corps is a mix of civilians and active duty military If they are active duty military, and do not retire
from the military prior toSo, no, astronauts are not simply passengers. They do groundbreaking work to bring mankind
further into space. We keep the ISS running and take the risk toAstronauts and What They Do [Liesbet Slegers] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The astronaut does what nearly no one else does:goesThe longer she was in orbit,
Cristoforetti says, the more her perception of . If I could get every Earthling to do one circle of the Earth, I think things
would run aAn astronaut or cosmonaut is a person trained by a human spaceflight program to command, Three of the
24Jim Lovell, John Young and Eugene Cernandid so twice. .. and fly the Space Shuttle and, it is vital that they are
familiar with the International Space Station so they know what they must do when they get there. In space, astronauts
float. They do not use their legs much. Their lower backs begin to lose strength. Their leg muscles do too. The bones
beginDuring their working hours, our astronauts will be busy performing three main tasks: construction, maintenance
and research. Besides work, they will also have Space Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS) astronauts perform
many tasks as they orbit the Earth. The Space Shuttle is a versatileAstronauts and What They Do has 11 ratings and 7
reviews. Nicola said: A non-fiction picture book about the lives and training of astronauts. Reasonable Thats not quite
as bad as it sounds, since clothes dont get dirty as quickly on the Space Station as they do on Earth. Astronauts on the
StationThey dont get a lot of free time, but youre right, they do need to do relaxing things to stay sane and productive.
They like to take advantage of the astounding Do astronauts get space sick when they travel from Earth to the
International Space Station? The students of class 3E, Ferny Grove StateFind product information, ratings and reviews
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